Character Assignment
Positive Attitude Quotes 2

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning this assignment.
2. Look through the positive attitude quotes you chose and wrote down in your Character Notebook for your last assignment. Choose the one that you feel best demonstrates positive attitudes or the one that you feel most inspires you to have a positive attitude.
3. Get a piece of card stock from the teacher.
4. Create a mini-poster with your quote on it. This must not only include the quote, but it must have other details, in color. Some ideas to add are a border, images that reflect positivity, images that connect to the quote. This must be hand drawn, no copied images. Write your name on the back of the poster.
5. Look over what you have created, making any necessary changes or corrections. This should be your BEST work.
6. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
7. Turn in your Mini Poster to your mailbox, using your purple and green folders, as soon as you finish the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan.